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►  9:00-9:10   Opening Address: The Linguapax Vision and Mission. Speaker: Frances Fister-Stoga is the acting 

Director of Linguapax Asia. She holds graduate degrees in Applied Linguistics (Concordia University), English Literature 

(McGill University), and Education (Université de Montreal). She has been a lecturer at the University of Tokyo since 1992 

and is a doctoral candidate at the University of Bristol (U.K.) in the Graduate School of Education. She also is an active 

participant in the Peace Education Program at Teachers College Columbia University.  

◎  9:10-9:30   The Politics of Language: The Resistance to Plurilingualism. The 19th century rise of nationalism, 

peoples and governments have adopted policies to reduce language diversity.  It has been argued that a nation must 

share a common language. Even though many such policies have now been reversed or relaxed, a great many 

individuals still fear that language diversity will spawn social instability. My speech will deal mostly with the Canadian 

experience of resistance to bilingualism but will draw also the experience of other countries. Speaker: Norman Moyer is 

Commissioner General for Canada at the 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan. Mr. Moyer's experience in both the private 

and public sectors has provided him with a unique understanding of Canada and Canadians, and he has demonstrated a 

strong capacity to develop consensus amongst stakeholders from various communities of interest.  

◎  9:40-10:10   Rethinking Multilingual-Multicultural Japan. As we think about "Japan" without the limitations of 

traditional boundaries imposed by academic discipline and state ideology, we notice that borders and edges come into 

view. The neat divisions of geography and languages become blurred, minorities and "the Other" appear: Korean, 

gastarbeiter, Ainu, Ryukyuan, the Deaf and so on. How do people on the margins live and think and speak and represent 

themselves in relation to "Japan"? Borderless Japan Studies refers to rethinking Japan without the restrictions or 

limitations imposed by the traditional boundaries of geography, time, or academic discipline. Speaker: John C. Maher is 

Professor of Linguistics at International Christian University, Tokyo. He is the author and editor of several books on the 

languages of Japan. Dr. Maher served as interpreter for the Hokkaido Ainu Association delegation to the United Nations 

"Working Group on Indigenous Populations" in Geneva. 

◎  10:10-10-50   Attempt to Revive the Warrongo Language of Australia. From 1971 to 1974, Tasaku Tsunoda 

recorded the Warrongo language of North Queensland from its last fluent speaker, the late Mr. Alf Palmer. Towards the 

end of the 20th century, a group of Warrongo people started the movement to revive their ancestral language. At their 

request, Tasaku Tsunoda began participating in the movement in 2000. In 2002, he started conducting Warrongo lessons 

to the Warrongo people, assisted by Mie Tsunoda, a specialist in linguistics and language teaching. The progress of the 

Warrongo language revival is very slow, but the sign is encouraging. Speakers: Tasaku Tsunoda is a professor in the 

Graduate School of Humanities and Sociology at the University of Tokyo. He is a world authority on Australian Aboriginal 

linguistics and researches widely in the areas of language endangerment and language typology. Professor Tsunoda is 

also the author of UNESCO's Comprehensive Bibliography on Language Endangerment. He received his Ph.D. from 

Monash University, Australia. Mie Tsunoda is a part-time lecturer at Rissho University, Japan, and the organizer of 

Tsukuba Nihongo Class. She is a specialis guage teaching. Dr. Tsunoda received her B.A. 

from Seijo University, her M.A. from the Un . from Ochanomizu University.  
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administrators and members of the community gained a resurgence of self-determination. Speaker: Olenka Bilash is 

Professor of Second Language Education at the University of Alberta. She has taught professional development 

workshops and courses on teaching second languages on five continents. Dr. Bilash has also authored and developed 

the conceptual framework for many learning resources.  

►  11:30-11:50  Language Diversity and Preservation in the Slovene-Italian Cross-Border Area. Although 

international agreements signed by Yugoslavia and Italy after World War II assure both Slovene and Italian minorities in 

the cross-boarder area an equal, reciprocal treatment of their linguistic and ethnic rights, the reality is quite different. All 

existent municipalities of Slovene Istria are officially declared to be bilingual, thus meaning that in this area both Italian 

and Slovene are official languages. In order to achieve this, the whole schooling system in the Slovene coastal area 

promotes bilingualism. The situation is different in Italy, where only a few municipalities inhabited by Slovenes and Italians 

are partially regarded as bilingual. Speaker: Vesna Mikolič is a Science Associate and Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of 

Humanities and Science and Research Centre of the University of Primorska, Koper, Slovenia. 

►  11:50-12:10   Preserving Slovene as a Heritage Language in Argentina. The theory of ethnolinguistic vitality 

asserts that status, demography, and institutional support variables may combine to permit an ethnolinguistic community 

to survive as a viable group. The formal and informal institutional support in the form of educational programs within 

Slovene communities in Argentina will be examined and presented as pivotal in the preservation and maintenance of the 

Slovene language for three generations. Speaker: Jelisava Sethna is a Lecturer of English and Slovene at several 

universities in the Tokyo region, including Gakushuin University and Tokyo University of Foreign Studies. She has 

published academic papers on phonology, classroom research, and the methodology of writing and has conducted 

sociolinguistic research among bilingual students at Tokyo international schools. In 2000, she helped organize the 

Symposium of Slovene Language, Literature and Culture at the University of Tokyo.  

◎  1:45-2:15   Issues in Bilingual Education with Special Reference to the Japanese Context. In spite of remarkable 

progress in the study of second language learning and teaching in recent years, English language education in Japan is 

often criticized as being unsuccessful. A new perspective might be found in emerging bilingual education, but at the same 

time the opposition front is still persistent. To overcome this dilemma, our attention should be geared toward a more 

effective implementation of the conditions for success, based on the findings from case studies of individuals and 

institutions. Speaker: Hideo Oka is Professor of English and Applied Linguistics at the University of Tokyo. His interests 

are in second language proficiency and bilingualism. Dr. Oka has been a visiting researcher at Georgetown University 

and Cambridge University. He is on the board of directors of the Japan Association of College English Teachers. 

►  2:25-2:40   Cultural Influences of East and West: Influence in the Classroom and Influence on Policy. In a 

globalized world, educational reforms are often transplanted between countries, but this has often resulted in a mismatch 

between curriculum intentions and classroom realities. This paper examines two key strands of contemporary ELT 

policies in Hong Kong: task-based teaching and assessment for learning. For each strand, I examine socio-cultural 

influences on policy and contrast it with evidence of what takes place in the school classroom. I argue that educational 

policies should build more directly on pre-existing culturally accepted good practices. Speaker: David Carless is a 

Senior Lecturer in the English Department of the Hong Kong Institute of Education. Dr. Carless has worked as a teacher 

and teacher educator in England, France and Hong Kong. His main research interests are in classroom-based research, 

task-based teaching, and assessment for learning. 

►  2:40-2:55   Language Learning for Europe. The knowledge of languages is one of the basic skills that each citizen 

needs to acquire in order to take part in the Knowledge Society: it facilitates both societal integration and social cohesion. 

In this talk, participants will be given a brief overview of objectives and concepts of language education in the European 
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